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iOmniscient’s Makes Major Breakthrough in Korean Market 
 
iOmniscient, developer of IQ-Infinity, the World’s most comprehensive Intelligent Video Surveillance 
product continue to build on their fast growing list of international customers, acquiring yet another 
installation. 
 
The Pohang and Ulsan Customs Agency in Korea have recently decided to join the large list of customers 
who have selected an iOmniscient IQ Series solution. The system will be used to monitor both the harbor 
and surrounding critical infrastructure. 
 
The installation was made possible by Crifas, a Korean partner committed to offering IQ Series sales and 
technical support throughout South Korea. 
 
Crifas was established to provide specialized service for critical facilities such as data centers, hospitals, bio-
laboratory and factory, telecommunication centers and call centers. 
To keep constant reliability, Crifas can provide right electric power quality test and monitoring activities, 
raised floor air flow simulation before/after server/perforated tile location. 
Crifas can protect investment in mechanical systems and equipment while minimizing overall cost of 
ownership. Crifas can provide proven preventive maintenance and predictive maintenance to ensure optimal 
system performance and reduce operational costs. 
  
iOmniscient has been recognized as the leader in Intelligent Video Surveillance having won major Security 
Industry Awards in the UK, Europe, USA, Asia and Australia. Using internationally patented Non Motion 
Detection (NMD), the IQ Series is the World’s only Intelligent Video Surveillance product to accurately 
operate in crowded scenes, regardless of constant movement in the camera’s field of vision. Armed with an 
unrivaled Nuisance Alarm Minimization System (NAMS), the IQ Series easily copes with complex scene 
changes caused by lighting, shadows, wind and other environmental factors. Highly flexible architecture and 
the ability to run on an infinite number of analog or IP cameras makes the IQ Series the most cost effective 
solution whether installing at a new site or interfacing with an existing system. 
 

### 
If you’d like more information about these topics, or to schedule an interview with iOmniscient or Crifas 

please contact Mathew Bertram (+61 2 9411 7667 / mathew@iomniscient.com) to make further 
arrangements. 
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